
Furthering the Algorithm



What are we Showcasing?
 The interest in developing mathematical proof for the performance of our arrays 

has always been centered within attempting to create quantitative, data-
backed illustrations, to provide the observer with visualization for the 
improvement in uniform photon distribution our products provide. It has been 
quite the journey, and we aren’t stopping with this update for the algorithm. 

 One of the key issues in this industry, is translating this relatively complex science
into a relatable format for horticulturists to properly absorb, in order to aid them
in making an appropriate decision in response to the difficult question of which
lighting system to incorporate within their operations. It is actually much more 
complicated than boasting metrics describing diode efficiency, and values 
derived from flat-plane integration (prior industry standard for measuring PPFD). 
The tricky part is, a keen eye is required to observe issues in the garden related 
to improper lighting systems. For those who wish to maximize their yields, and 
reach the cannabis quality ceiling, optimization in this sector of your operation is 
a requirement. 

 In this presentation, we will delve into a true calculated comparison between 
two competing lighting arrays. We incorporate the proportional intensity values
generated by my algorithm, into a new calculus equation; furthering the PPFD 
metric, and enabling the creation of illustrations such as the graph depicted in 
the intro. Finally, the differences between these arrays are clear, and readily 
understood.



Defined Variables
 i1 = Micromole Concentration of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) 

at 2-Dimensional Base-Point

 D1² = Squared Diagonal Measurement, Traversing Dimensions: X + Y + Z

 D2² = Squared Mounting Distance (Z-Axis) (Centralized)

 I2 = Proportional Intensity Between 2-Dimensional Base-Point and Z-Axis

 PI = Proportional Intensity

 API = Averaged Proportional Intensity

 |DPI| = Absolute Value for Deducted Proportional Intensity

 APIv = Averaged Proportional Intensity Variance



Equation Examples

 Generating Proportional Intensity Values

 i2 = d1² * (i1) → i2 = 6.255” * (719 µmoles/m2/s) → i2 = 1.333 * (719 µmoles/m2/s)

d2² 4.690” i2 = 958.427 µmoles/m2/s (PI)

 Generating APIv Values

 Calculate PI for all measured points.

 Average these points to produce (API)

 Deduct PI from API for all measured points to produce absolute values for the Deducted 

Proportional Intensity, then average these values to generate the Averaged Proportional

Intensity Variance (APIv).

 API – PI = |DPI|

 APIv  =  1 * 57 → Elite APIv = 47.42572391

57               Xi HLG-550 V2 APIv = 151.3490415

i = |DPI| Percent Increase in Averaged Proportional Intensity Variance 

Between Elite and HLG-550 V2 = 71.78%



Data



Discussion
 The illustration provides us with a visual for how a proper configuration of 

diodes can drastically improve the photometric uniformity of an array. 
Uniform photon distribution, coupled with the ability to raise and lower the 
photonic intensity with the simple turn of a knob, allows you to saturate 
every area of your canopy with as much light as the plants ask for. Without 
proper uniformity, areas of your canopy will enjoy less PAR, while it may 
appear that the footprint is well lit. This of-course results in lesser yields than
the plants are capable of producing, amongst other factors. 

 Providing a proper representation of the true performance behind our
technologies has been a requirement for us from the beginning. Being a
transparent company in the lighting sector of this industry is difficult, but the
community deserves such. This is why we strive to provide true scientific
explanations for what we will be offering in the very near future. I am happy 
with the progress thus far, and it will continue.


